
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

She bent her head _________ graciously in response to the respectful bow
by which the officer took leave of them before he vanished.
1. quite

The interior transition from the square to the round base, twenty-eight feet
in diameter, is _________ clumsily managed.
2.

rather

Sören was never _________ clear on this point.3. quite

Doubtless the world is _________ right in a million ways; but you have to
be kicked about a little to convince you of the fact.
4. quite

All of which goes to show that nobody is _________ sane in judging
himself.
5. quite

Louis could not help smiling as he imagined the angel described; and he
thought the dignified commander made a _________ odd-looking ethereal
being.

6.
rather

But also, I believe, though I am not _________ sure of this, that he never
ought to be able to draw a straight line.
7. quite

The mate of the pirate schooner was _________ alive to his danger, and
had taken the only means in his power to prevent it.
8. quite

Rogers then returned to England, and led a _________ shady life; and I
believe was finally killed while fighting in Algiers.
9. rather

Meanwhile, however, the present system works so nearly perfectly that
we are _________ content to leave to posterity the completion of the scheme.
10.

quite

This is one of the greatest misfortunes that can befall a book, and the
present author has been _________ aware of it.
11.

quite

In one hand he carried, as well as his skull cap, a _________
clumsy-looking umbrella of green silk, modelled somewhat after the pattern of
the Japanese article, while the other hand grasped a roll of what looked like
thin parchment.

12. rather
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It was _________ possible it was Peet.13. quite

It is _________ possible that forms now generally acknowledged to be
merely varieties may hereafter be thought worthy of specific names; and in
this case scientific and common language will come into accordance.

14. quite

In other words, poetry is the creation of supply and novel-writing of
demand; poetry can hardly ever be a trade and in very rare cases a
profession, while novel-writing is commonly a very respectable profession,
and unfortunately sometimes a _________ disreputable trade.

15.

rather

When we began to realize the change in ourselves, we were at first
_________ sheepish and apologetic about it.
16.

rather

He looked down at her and then glanced _________ timidly at Baird.17. rather

Helen placed herself _________ gingerly on a proffered chair, and looked
at the wee bundle in the woman's arms.
18. rather

He was very confident that the water had diminished _________ sensibly.19. quite

And we were thus _________ unwillingly preparing to depart when
something else suddenly brought him to a standstill, and the foot he had just
raised sank hesitatingly to the ground again.

20. rather
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